Biocompatibility . Cleanliness . Osseointegration

BCP® SURFACE TREATMENT

Pure like nature
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THE CORNERSTONE OF A SUCCESSFUL DENTAL IM
Promoting fast and effective osseointegration through optimized surface energy!

Good osseointegration is key to a successful restoration!
Osseointegration is deﬁned as a direct structural and functional connection between ordered living bone and the surface of a loadcarrying implant (at a light microscopic level) (PI Brånemark et A Schroeder) 4,9.
In other words, it is the ﬁrm anchorage of a dental implant that is provided by the growth of bone all around it.
Several factors contribute to an effective osseointegration and a successful outcome:

PERI-IMPLANT
ENVIRONNEMENT

> Insertion site.
> Bone density.
> General health condition
of the patient.
> Buccal hygiene.

IMPLANT

ANCHORAGE

SUCCESSFUL
RESTORATION

> Implant surface
> Implant design
> Thread design

BONE REMODELLING PROCESS
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Source: S. Raghvendra, M.C. Wood, T.D. Taylor; Early wound healing
around endosseous implants: a review of literature.
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AL IMPLANT TREATMENT!

y!

Implant surface: a critical issue!
The successful outcome of a dental implant depends on the interaction between hard and soft tissues.
It is important to have soft tissue developing all around the implant to protect the bone-implant interface against microbiological
attacks.
It has been demonstrated in several studies that rough surfaces provide a stronger anchorage in the jawbone than smooth
surfaces.
Several parameters need to be optimized to encourage cell activity and promote implant anchorage:

ROUGHNESS

CELL
ACTIVITY

SURFACE

ENERGY

MATERIALS
> Implant materials
> Material used for surface treatment

Primary stability:
> The cells that die during drilling are eliminated by the osteoclasts during the bone
resorption process.

Secondary stability:
> The osteoblasts (which are responsible for bone formation) invade the interfacial space
between the implant and the host bone and create a bone matrix.
The ﬁrst 21 postoperative days are decisive in the process of implant anchorage and optimal
bone remodeling.
A good oral hygiene is indispensable to reduce the risk of infection from endogenous or
exogenous sources, and to achieve good tissue healing.
The aim is to minimize the risk of contamination and thus optimize the chances of success.
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BCP® - BIPHASIC CALCIUM PHOSPHATE
BCP® is the one solution to achieve a perfect osseointegration!

BCP® bioceramics consists of a mixture of hydroxyapatite (HA) and ß-TCP (beta-tricalcium phosphate). It comes in the form
Micro sandblasting the implant surface with BCP® particles creates a rough, biocompatible surface.
Then, the implant is subjected to a mild acid treatment, and thoroughly rinsed and dried.

A PURE, BIOCOMPATIBLE SURFACE
> BCP® is 100% biocompatible.8
> BCP® composition is similar to the mineral component of human bone.
> Owing to its excellent solubility, it allows passivation of the implant without using a strong acid.3

The guarantee of a successful osseointegration with no contamination of the adjacent tissue.5,8
Photomicrographs
of BCP® crystals
taken at different
magniﬁcations

Zoomx 100 µm

AN OPTIMAL SURFACE ROUGHNESS
> Macro-roughness is obtained by propelling BCP® particles onto the implant surface.
> A ﬁne and close texture is obtained by passivation.
> Ra ranges from 1.5 to 2.0 µm.

Excellent primary anchorage guarantees primary stability which is essential for a rapid
osseointegration.2,4

Photomicrographs
of Anthogyr BCP®
implant surfaces
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n the form of abrasive particles.

PROMOTES OSTEOCONDUCTION
> Wettability of BCP®-treated implant surfaces is much higher than that of surfaces blasted
with silica sand or aluminum oxide.7
> Bone-implant contact (BIC) exceeds 70%.

Enhanced cell attachment and higher cell proliferation.10

BCP® sandblasting

Cross-section of a rabbit femur.
The BCP®-treated surface shows
signiﬁcant bone ongrowth.
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THE ANTHOGYR SOLUTION
A fully controlled process for a comprehensive, user-friendly range
of products which provides options for every clinical situation!
Why do all Anthogyr implants have a BCP® surface?
Because it is our commitment to offering best-in-class solutions that ensure fast and effective osseointegration.
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Clinically proven performance!
Owing to its osteoconductive properties, BCP® is able to rapidly induce osteoblastic differentiation, thus
optimizing bone-implant contact and mechanical ﬁxation.

Anthogyr implants: successful osseointegration is achieved in more than 99% of
the cases*

ABOUT ANTHOGYR
With more than 65 years experience, Anthogyr is one of the world leaders in
the manufacture and development of high quality medical devices.
Anthogyr offers a unique solution to dental care professionals, with full
control of the manufacturing process from design to end product.
For more information, please visit: www.anthogyr.com

* Data on ﬁle at Anthogyr
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> Purity, superior cleanliness and
biocompatibility 5,8,
> Enhanced implant anchorage,
> Increased cell development8,
> Consistent surface ﬁnish thanks to a fully
controlled treatment process,
> Achievement of successful osseointegration in
more than 99% of the cases.*
* Data on ﬁle at Anthogyr
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BCP® surface treatment ensures:
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